
 
 

INDIA ROUND-UP 

 

USDINR: US Dollar is on back foot in Asia in spite of a sell-off in Asian equity indices. This can be due to the 

uncertainty over the virus relief package in US.  USDINR may open 75.10/15 levels on August futures. I have been 

arguing that upside remains capped as 75.60/75.90 is a formidable resistance. The pair failed to reach 75.60 in 

this short covering spurt. For the day, sell on rise remains the trade. Assuming the central bank intervenes to 

buy dollar, then it can help the pair recover towards 75.25/30 levels, which can be opportunity to sell with stop 

above 75.50 on a closing basis. 

 

 
 

 

GLOBAL ROUND-UP 

 

EUR: As expected EURUSD bounced from the support zone near 1.1700 levels and is now trading near 1.1814. I 

view the decline as a correction within an ongoing uptrend. I have been bullish on the pair since end May when 

it broke out of the cluster below 1.10, end of May. Corrective phases can take different forms, with some taking 

less time but chewing away large price gains and others being longer in time but shallower in price action. As of 

now, buy on decline remains the trade as long as 1.1700 is holding out. Incase, single currency breaks down 

below 1.1700, then I will eye 1.1570/1.1600 zone for next major support. EURINR too will benefit from the 

strength in Euro and range bound action in USDINR.   

 

 
 

GBP: GBPUSD attempted to break below 1.30, but after touching 1.2980 it reversed, probably on the news of 

impasse over the US fiscal stimulus. Cable is currently trading near 1.31 handle. Like the Euro, here as well, I will 

look to buy the decline but with stop below 1.2970 levels. In case the pair breaks down below 1.2970, then it 

can test the 1.2800/1.2850 zone. As long as GBPUSD remains supported near 1.30, GBPINR remains a buy on 

decline.   

 

 
 

JPY:  JPYINR remains a buy on decline as long as the pair holds above 70.50 levels on August futures. Near term 

range is between 70.50 and 71.50. Nevertheless, incase the pair slips below 70.50, it can test 69.80/70.00 region. 

 

 

Futures SUPPORT 1 SUPPORT 2 RESISTANCE 1 RESISTANCE 2

USDINR 74.90          74.70          75.40                75.60                

Futures SUPPORT 1 SUPPORT 2 RESISTANCE 1 RESISTANCE 2

EURINR 88.50          88.00          89.00                89.50                

Futures SUPPORT 1 SUPPORT 2 RESISTANCE 1 RESISTANCE 2

GBPINR 98.10          97.70          98.80                99.20                

Futures SUPPORT 1 SUPPORT 2 RESISTANCE 1 RESISTANCE 2

JPYINR 70.90          70.50          71.40                71.70                



 

MACRO VIEW: 

 

 
 

Source: BIS & Kotak Securities  

 

Since March end, RBI’s foreign currency assets have increased by over $38 billion. In my estimate a large part 

of that increase is due to RBI buying dollars in the spot and rest due to foreign currency translation gains and 

notional capital gains. The dollar binge explains the sustained weakness in the Rupee against its peers. BIS 

publishes a broad based effective exchange rate indices for major currencies that’s trade weighted and 

compares Rupee to other 60 currencies. There are two kinds of effective indices, first is nominal index and finally 

the real index, which is adjusted for inflation. I have considered the nominal index to prevent relative 

movements in exchange rates being affected by non-market factor like inflation, which is subject to assumptions 

which vary across countries. Therefore, the above chart is a reflection of that movement in Rupee vis-à-vis other 

60 currencies. I have considered a standard deviation to create a non-trending time series, which helps in 

identifying the extremes in movement. 

 

The chart clear shows that over the past 20 years, Rupee has seen two phases of depreciation. First in which 

the depreciation has been 2.5 standard deviation or less and second, when they have been close to 3.5 

standard deviations (2008, 2013 & 2018). I have marked the troughs in two colours, where brown signifies the 

depreciation in Rupee that occurred due market conditions or prolonged phases of capital outflows from 

Indian and speculative selling of Rupee. Blue signifies the phases that occurred or occurring due to RBI’s 

intervention, as was the case in 2004-2006 and now. Yes one can argue that COVID played a major role and yes 

it did. However, that impact was concentrated between end of February to end of March, when the FPI outflows 

and speculative selling was at its most intense phase. Since, then most of the currencies globally have retraced 

if not all, but much of their losses against the US Dollar but Rupee has retraced much less. Therefore, the current 

phase of depreciation is a combination of risk off phase and then relentless RBI intervention. 

 

What may be the path forward? Historically the graph has acted a rubber band. After a period of prolonged 

depreciation, trend snapped and Rupee appreciated. That may repeat once again. However, the path is where 



we can debate. Like in 2008, 2013 and 2018, Rupee can fall much more, closer to 3.5 standard deviation, meaning 

a far bigger underperformance against its peers. However, for that to happen, we need to build a case for 

sustained FPI outflows and speculative attack. If that does not occur, sooner or later, Rupee can once again 

reverse strengthen against its peers. Yes, RBI continue to act as a major impediment in that road. However, as I 

have said before, that RBI faces a constraint by way of “capital adequacy” norm and therefore how effective 

RBI’s intervention is may depend on several factors including a very important one by way of trend of US Dollar 

overseas.  

 

Over next 6/9 months, if USD continues to weaken, then it will be difficult for RBI to prevent Rupee from 

catching up to its peers. However, over the same time period, if USD strengthens, then Rupee may depreciate 

less against USD, than its peers. 

 

 

MAJOR ECONOMIC DATA TO WATCH: 

 

• US IBD/TIPP Economic Optimism @ 7:30 pm IST. Important for USD. 

 

 
PRICE ACTION ANALYTICS: 
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